Quantum circuits are the preferred formalism for expressing quantum information processing tasks. Quantum circuit design automation methods mostly use a waterfall approach and consider that high level circuit descriptions are hardware agnostic. This assumption has lead to a static circuit perspective: the number of quantum bits and quantum gates is determined before circuit execution and everything is considered reliable with zero probability of failure. Many different schemes for achieving reliable fault-tolerant quantum computation exist, with different schemes suitable for different architectures. A number of large experimental groups are developing architectures well suited to being protected by surface quantum error correcting codes. Such circuits could include unreliable logical elements, such as state distillation, whose failure can be determined only after their actual execution. Therefore, practical logical circuits, as envisaged by many groups, are likely to have a dynamic structure. This requires an online scheduling of their execution: one knows for sure what needs to be executed only after previous elements have finished executing. This work shows that scheduling shares similarities with place and route methods. The work also introduces the first online schedulers of quantum circuits protected by surface codes. The work also highlights scheduling efficiency by comparing the new methods with state of the art static scheduling of surface code protected fault-tolerant circuits.
Introduction
Optimisation of fault-tolerant quantum circuits is not thoroughly investigated, because it is still difficult to agree on a common denominator technology for implementing such circuits. It is agreed that state of the art quantum computing architectures have to mitigate the unreliability of the quantum hardware by executing fault-tolerant quantum circuits. At the same time, consensus exists about the fact that assembling fault-tolerant quantum circuits comes at the cost of a high resource overhead dependant on the hardware (physical) unreliability and computational (logical) reliability.
A fault-tolerant quantum circuit operates at a logical layer and is obtained from an arbitrary circuit (operating at a physical layer) by using techniques based on quantum error correcting codes (QECC). The logical circuit layer abstracts physical layer resources: logical qubits are abstractions of physical qubit sets, and logical quantum gates abstract (sub)circuits of physical gates.
Resource optimality is concerned, in the context of this work, with the overheads introduced by fault-tolerance: space and time. Space overhead expresses the additionally required physical resources (e.g. hardware), and time overhead is dictated by the complexity of the fault-tolerance mechanisms (e.g. how long it takes to implement them). Furthermore, assuming that the quantum circuit formalism is well-known, it is possible to classify quantum circuit elements into operations (gates, subcircuits) and wires (qubits). As a result, as shown in Fig. 1 , one can abstract each operation as a box. The circuit diagram can be further transformed into a box diagram, similar to the one from Fig. 2 , by parameterising operation box dimensions with values representing the associated space and time overheads.
At this point, fault-tolerant quantum circuit optimisation can be defined as the task of reducing overheads without impacting circuit fault-tolerance.
Considering that hardware failure rates cannot be easily lowered (technological difficulties), there are at least two optimisation strategies: 1) either more capable QECCs are used (information theoretic perspective), or 2) the circuit operations are (re)arranged in a manner which utilises less resources (circuit design automation perspective). This work focuses on the latter approach, and argues that an efficient optimisation can be performed only at circuit run time because, as to be shown in the following, some circuit operations have a probabilistic nature: did the operation fail or not?; does the operation need to be repeated or not? Even for deterministic circuit operations, the quantum computing hardware needs to be dynamically allocated.
This work recognises that the optimisation of some fault-tolerant quantum circuits, as presented in the Chosen Approach section, is a scheduling problem related to place and route methods. It is shown that online scheduling is a necessity for resource efficiency when surface QECCs [6] are used.
The work includes two online scheduling algorithms, and their purpose is to show the optimisation constraints existing in a general framework. At the same time, the algorithms are used to motivate the study of fault-tolerant quantum circuit optimisation. 
Background
The discussion is initiated by showing that the quantum circuit formalism has an intrinsic static structure which does not capture one of the key characteristics of fault-tolerant circuits: their potential probabilistic nature (see Alternative Approaches section).
Quantum Circuit Diagrams
Quantum circuits are the preferred formalism for expressing quantum information processing. The circuits, similarly to their classical counterparts, have inputs and outputs but, in contrast, consist of quantum gates operating on quantum bits (qubits). Additionally quantum circuits have their particularities: the number of inputs and outputs is always equal, and the circuits do not include any FANIN or FANOUT operations (quantum information cannot be copied). For these reasons, a quantum circuit is abstracted as a set of parallel wires (representing qubits) interrupted by gates, where information processing is executed from left to right. The inputs are on the left side of the circuit, and the outputs on the right side.
An imagined time axis parallel to the wires can be associated to each quantum circuit, and the position of each operation is an indication of its ordering within the circuit. Therefore, wires are diagrammatic representations of qubit time lines. There are three operation types: initialisation, gates and measurements. The quantum circuit terminology refers to qubit initialisations when setting input values (qubit states), and qubit measurements when reading computed results at the outputs.
As illustrated in Fig. 1 , all circuit operations can be abstracted through boxes. Initialisations have only output wires, measurements only input wires, and gates have an equal number of input and output wires.
Without loss of generality, this work abstracts all the details about the dimensionality of a quantum circuit's state space, the possibilities and effects of initialisations and measurements, and the specific quantum phenomena implemented. It suffices to focus on circuit elements and how their fault-tolerant implementation is used by a quantum computer. 
Chosen Approach: Probabilistic and ICM Fault-Tolerant Circuits
An analysis of fault-tolerant circuits requires more than translating a circuit diagram into a box diagram, and the following analysis uses ICM, a general form of fault-tolerant circuits [14] . Such circuits include only single qubit (i)nitialisations, the (C)NOT gate (the two qubit gate from Fig. 1 ) and single qubit (m)easurements. ICM circuit universality is achieved through two types of initialisations, denoted in the following as basis initialisations and injected initialisations. All three operation types are addressed when assembling fault-tolerant quantum circuits. Fault-tolerance is achieved, in general, by mitigating errors, which are the manifestation of hardware failures taking place during the execution of any circuit element. Logical circuit elements are constructed in a manner such that a circuit is fault-tolerant against t errors if failures in t elements result in at most t errors per logical qubit [11] . Therefore, as long as hardware failure rates are below a certain threshold [11] , QECCs can be used to increase computational reliability.
In particular, ICM circuits can be protected with the surface QECC [6] , which is one of the alternatives to cope with the high failure rates of current quantum hardware [3] . Most ICM circuit operations can be executed on quantum hardware with failure rates below the necessary failure threshold, but the main issue is that injected initialisations [5] require distillation procedures which probabilistically fail [6] . However, distillations are heralded, meaning that it is known if they failed or not. Therefore, these initialisations and their distillations have to be repeated until a successful one has been executed.
The methods presented in this work are specifically targeted at surface code fault-tolerant quantum computing architectures.
Alternative Approaches: Non-Probabilistic
The herein discussed online schedulers are particularly concerned with the probabilistic behaviour introduced by the surface QECCs. Such codes require the distillation of injected initialisations. This work makes it possible to use topological cluster states (adequate for optics, optical lattices, and other architectures where qubits can be lost) and the surface code (adequate for architectures where qubits cannot be lost). Nevertheless, surface QECCs are not the only technical possibility for protecting fault-tolerant quantum circuits.
One option is to use QECCs which have the advantage that they do not require probabilistic distillation procedures of injected initialisations, but have the disadvantage that they introduce difficult to achieve hardware requirements. For example, long range interactions are required by [1, 4, 12] , while [1, 8] introduce large hardware overheads which are, at least for the first generations of quantum architectures, prohibitive.
There exists also an intermediary technical path, where particular QECCs eliminate the requirement of certain distillations (e.g. [6] ). As a result, some non-Clifford gates are deterministic (do not require distillation), while others are not (require distillation). Such QECC families of codes are of topological nature (not surface QECC), but would still require some online scheduling.
The alternative approaches contrast to the conservative approach of this work. The practicality of non-surface QECCs has not been studied to show how to overcome their difficulties. Distillation procedures could be theoretically circumvented, but there is ongoing research on how to apply this into practice. The alternative approaches are very promising, but not thoroughly investigated as the surface QECCs and, therefore, the methods presented in this work are tailored to the specifics of the latter.
Problem Statement
A quantum computer has m available qubits, and n operations forming an ICM fault-tolerant quantum circuit need to be executed on the computer. The space and time costs of each ICM operation are known. The circuit includes n i injected initialisations with an individual probability of distillation failure p f . The entire computation expressed by the circuit is allowed to fail with a probability of at most p c where p f > p c .
Schedule all n operations so that optimal space (qubits) and time resources are required.
Optimisation Objective Function
The objective function to minimise is related to a bounding box where height is space (qubits) and width is time. For example, Fig. 3 , 4 and 5 illustrate the possible bounding boxes after scheduling the circuit from Fig. 1 having probabilistic distillations. Consequently, each circuit operation has a bounding box determined by space and time costs (e.g. Fig. 2 ), and a scheduled circuit has its own bounding box which is the convex hull of all operation bounding boxes.
Synthesis, Scheduling, Place and Route: Analogies
Synthesis and scheduling share certain conceptual analogies, discussed in the following.
The scheduling terminology considers jobs to be processed by machines under certain constraints. In the case of fault-tolerant quantum circuits, machines are qubits and jobs are operations. Each operation to be scheduled is a single qubit initialisation, a CNOT or a single qubit measurement. Multiple constraints can be analysed, but the central ones are spatial and precedence. Spatial constraints refer to the amount of available qubits (wires). Precedence constraints are related to the partial ordering between operations (time).
The most common objective function that is optimised during classical process scheduling is the makespan. This is the length of the schedule, or equivalently the time when the last job is completed [17] . Fault-tolerant quantum circuits have an intrinsic space cost (overhead) and the makespan is not sufficient for an objective function. Quantum circuit cost models were proposed for example in [16] . In general the models are technology dependent and related to a space time cost, but can be classified into: focusing more on space overheads (e.g. number of one qubit and CNOT gates, number of garbage qubits), and focusing more on time overheads (e.g. circuit depth).
As a conclusion, scheduling fault-tolerant quantum circuits is a variant of classical circuit place and route algorithms, as exemplified by Fig. 2 . Therefore, the bounding box associated to a quantum circuit is the natural objective to minimise. Further details about space and time optimisation of quantum circuits can be found in e.g. [10, 18] .
Qubit State Movement
Some conceptual differences seem to exist between a synthesis result (circuit diagram) and a scheduling result (box diagram), as seen for example in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 . However, the conceptual differences between synthesis and scheduling disappear if the latter is understood as place and route. Circuit synthesis is expected to take operations, associated beforehand to a set of qubits (wires), and to just place them on the qubits in a given order. This means, in terms of a scheduling algorithm, that jobs would have a strict machine preferences. This seems very limiting. In contrast, the target of scheduling is to assign operations to qubits, assuming that any qubit could be used as long as it is not used by another operation. The impression is that scheduling is not limiting, assumes that almost all jobs have no machine preference, and does not generate generate correct computations.
In the context of quantum circuits there is a major distinction to be made between a qubit's wire and a qubit's state: operations are affecting the state and not the wire. Wires are only diagrammatic abstractions of a relative operation ordering, and it is possible to move a state from one wire to another (e.g. state swapping or state teleportation [11] ). More specifically, in a circuit diagram state movements could be implemented using SWAP subcircuits, but in a box diagram, state movements are indicated by just bending the connections (wires) between the operation boxes as seen for example in Fig. 3 .
State movement is also related to the malleability [17] of an operation, which means if the operation can be scheduled on fewer qubits at the cost of increasing processing time. A single CNOT gate is clearly not malleable, because it is a parallel operation applied on two qubits. However it is valid to assume that certain operations in a large scale circuit are ICM subcircuits (e.g. a two qubit full adder) instead of gates, and such operations could be malleable.
This observation shows, once more, that online scheduling is very similar to a classical circuit place and route problem with bus (interconnections between operations) constraints [7] .
Online Methods: Motivation
The notion of an online algorithm formalises the scenario where the algorithm does not have access to the whole input set [17] . Online scheduling is scheduling with incomplete information at certain points, and scheduling decisions are irreversible.
Online scheduling methods are required for at least two practical reasons: a technology specific one, and a more general one related to how QECCs are applied to circuits.
Throughout this work, for simplification purposes, the term initialisation will refer to the entire process consisting of injecting magic states and increasing their fidelity through distillation procedures.
The first motivation is that from a technology point of view, circuit synthesis, optimisation and execution of ICM circuits protected by surface QECCs is influenced by the probabilistic nature of injected state distillation. Therefore, for surface code based quantum computing architectures, resource overhead optimisation should be performed using online algorithms, because the complete input set of operations is not known beforehand: which initialisations need to be repeated? In other words, the current operation can be scheduled only after the preceding ones were successfully executed, because some of them are probabilistic (and heralded) and require repetitions. There are known methods to circumvent the necessity of the probabilistic distillations (see Alternative Approaches section), but they are not applicable to the way surface QECCs are used.
The more general motivation for achieving resource consumption optimality through online scheduling, is that it is reasonable to assume that in a large scale quantum computer the QECC strength (without restriction to a particular QECC) needs to be dynamically adapted to the fluctuating failure rate of the hardware. This implies that, in practice, the cost of each error corrected circuit operation is fluctuating, and quantum computations need to be dynamically adapted to fit into the available computational resources (space and time). This would be a very similar approach to how computational resources are shared between processes on classical computers by the operating system schedulers and resource managers.
The current paper will focus entirely on ICM circuits protected by the surface QECC, such that online methods need to solve the placement (scheduling) of probabilistic distillations.
Offline Scheduling Solution (ASAP)
An unoptimal solution to the scheduling problem was offered in [13] , where the authors considered the synthesis of arbitrary quantum circuits protected by the surface QECC. Although not directly stated by [13] , circuit synthesis and scheduling are tightly related. Synthesis introduces a relative point of time for the execution of an operation (the operation precedence), while scheduling chooses an exact point of time for the execution. Synthesis performs the following operations: a) introduces ancilla qubits (if required); 2) associates operations (gates from a specific gate set) to qubits (wires). Each gate placement determines an operation precedence: execute a gate no sooner than the preceding gate placed on the same wire, and no later than the succeeding gate. Precedence is generally formulated using directed acyclic graphs on the operations; each directed edge indicates that one operation has to be scheduled before another one [17, 9] . In this work, directed edges are the wires interconnecting the operations.
The work of [13] recognised that initialisations are probabilistic and heralded, but it did not recognise that the therein presented ICM circuit synthesis was an as soon as possible offline scheduling (ASAP). Their scheduling (synthesis) is based on a model using explicitly parameters equivalent to n i , p f and p c from the problem statement: a worst case amount of additional initialisations was synthesised (scheduled) into the circuit, so that at least n i were expected to succeed in order to achieve p c . Successful initialised states were used in the circuit (connected to the circuit).
The unoptimality of the ASAP approach of [13] , sketched in Fig. 3 , originates from the fact that it executes all distillations in parallel (does not consider any space constraints). This is not space efficient, because, not all initialisations are required right at the beginning of the circuit, and could be executed just before the operation which succeeds them.
Furthermore, ASAP is an offline scheduling algorithm, because all operations have a strict ordering along the time axis as seen in Figure 3 : 1) initialisations are placed at time coordinate zero, 2) all other non-probabilistic operations have a time coordinate strictly determined only by their precedence. In contrast, time axis coordinates are not strict if initialisations are executed just before the operations, and this steers the discussion of this work towards online scheduling methods. 
Online Scheduling Algorithms
The following two online scheduling algorithms of fault-tolerant quantum circuits are discussed using the work from [7] as a foundation. The algorithms are formulated for the extreme optimisation cases: either only space, or only time.
A hybrid approach (combining both space and time optimisation) is possible, but given the current state of quantum technologies (reduced number of qubits), the only practical option is an aggressive online optimisation of space (reduce number of circuit qubits as much as possible, without considering too much the time penalty introduced). Accordingly, only the extreme cases will be discussed in the following.
Time Constrained ALAP (ALAPT)
The first proposed online algorithm is a time constrained online scheduling that places distillations in parallel (Fig. 4) . This starts from the (for current technologies, unrealistic) assumption that there is enough hardware available (ideally m = ∞) for a very large number of initialisations.
The algorithm proceeds as follows: each time an initialisations is required one is placed on the specified qubit, and additional ones on ancilla qubits, so that all initialisations will be executed in parallel. Successful distillations are indicated by their heralded execution result, and in the worst case it is guaranteed that one succeeds. The successful one will be used (if necessary by qubit state movement) on the specified logical qubit. The online property stems from the following fact: it may happen that more than one distillation succeeds. Thus, successive operations requiring an initialised qubit can check first if previous successful initialisations were executed but not used, and otherwise schedule and execute another round of parallel ones. The advantage of the former option is that it saves the time required for parallel executions.
Space Constrained ALAP (ALAPS)
The second online scheduling algorithm assumes that space is constrained, but time is infinite (Fig. 5) . This assumption is the most realistic for state of the art quantum computing architectures. A circuit will be scheduled and executed as long as it has at most m qubits (the limited hardware support). Under this assumption, it is possible to devise two ALAP strategies: a) repeat until an initialisation does not fail; 2) schedule a sequence of additional initialisations such that p c (overall computational failure probability, see problem statement) can be guaranteed.
The first strategy is straightforward and guaranteed to lead to the p c computational reliability. The second strategy may generate, similarly to ALAPT, multiple successful initialisations in a sequence, and successive operations are allowed to check first if previous successful initialisations were executed but not used. In the worst case both strategies require the same number of sequential initialisation trials.
Practical Implementation
Online scheduling has to be understood as a synthesis, optimisation and execution method coupled to the feedback of the quantum hardware: each part of a fault-tolerant circuit is synthesised only after previous parts were successfully executed. Synthesis, optimisation are not a sequential process any more, similar to a waterfall procedure, but more dynamic one which includes feedback: partial synthesis is followed by partial optimisation in a loop until the entire circuit is synthesised, optimised and executed. The probabilistic nature of surface code protected fault-tolerant circuits forces automated design methods to not focus on global circuit optimums, but on achieving sufficiently good local optimums. Compared to classical synthesis and optimisation (without hardware feedback), online scheduling introduces no relevant computational overhead, but its true cost is mirrored in local (instead of global) perspective it has on the circuit.
Discussion
Implementations of ALAPT and ALAPS online scheduling are evaluated against the offline ASAP scheduling. The benchmark is formed of circuits, from the RevLib library, consisting entirely of multi-controlled Toffoli [11] gates (MCT). The schedulers were implemented as extensions of the software presented in [13] . The evaluation results in Table 1 illustrate the worst case bounding boxes obtained when scheduling ICM circuits generated from the corresponding RevLib MCT circuits.
Evaluation Setup
MCT circuits are not fault-tolerant, and their fault-tolerant ICM form was obtained by decomposing n-controlled (n ≥ 3) Toffoli gates into ancilla qubits and 2-controlled Toffoli gates [2] , further expressed into ICM using [13] .
The resulting ICM circuits include two types of probabilistic initialisations: A-type and Y-type [5] . The columns A and Y in Table 1 indicate the corresponding numbers in each ICM circuit. The used Toffoli gate decomposition results in Y initialisations being twice as many than A initialisations (cf. columns A and Y). According to [6] : A-type distillation has time cost seven and wire cost 15, Table 1 : Scheduling Results and Y-type initialisation has gate cost six and wire cost seven. All costs were increased by two, in order to permit qubit state movement (connect successfully distilled states to the circuit operations). Each CNOT gate was modelled with gate cost one and wire cost two.
The synthesis software [13] supports an optimisation technique called wire recycling [15] . Optimised circuits will use fewer ancilla and have a higher depth (take longer to execute), although the circuits are functionally and structurally equivalent to the unoptimised ones. Both the optimised and the unoptimised ICM circuits will thus an equal number of A-type and Y-type initialisations. Accordingly, Table 1 includes the results for scheduling optimised and unoptimised ICM versions of the same MCT circuit.
The scheduler evaluation is designed to solve the problem statement enounced earlier: circuits should fail at most with probability p c = 0.001 while each initialisation (A or Y) will fail with p f = 0.2. Each ICM circuit has n i initialisations with p f distillation failure probability. Additional initialisations (s) are necessary for achieving p c , resulting in n t = s + n i initialisations to schedule. The parameter s is determined such that 1 − F (s, n t , p f ) < p c :
On the one hand, in the case of offline ASAP n i refers to the A and Y columns in Table 1 is determined for n t = s + 1, meaning that for each A or Y initialisation four additional ones (s = 4) are required in the worst case. ALAPT will schedule five initialisations in parallel, while ALAPS schedules five initialisations sequentially (cf. Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 ).
Simulation Results
The results in Table 1 indicate the time cost (column T), the space cost (column S) and the bounding box (column BB, time × space) for each ICM circuit instance (optimised and unoptimised synthesis) scheduled using ASAP, ALAPT and ALAPS. The results are interpreted from two perspectives. Optimised synthesis is the one using wire recycling.
Online Scheduling vs. Offline(ASAP)
The first conclusion is that online scheduling performs better than offline (ASAP) scheduling (cf. bounding boxes of the same circuit generated by ASAP and any online scheduling algorithm). This was to be expected by the very inefficient design of ASAP: all additional distillations were placed in parallel, the overall space requirement being dominated by these, and thus resulting in largely unoccupied bounding boxes (e.g. the empty space in Fig. 3 ). ASAP could have been improved by placing the additional distillations in parallel sequences, a layout similar to a matrix instead of a column vector. Nevertheless, any improvement of ASAP would reach only the average performance of an online scheduler: an online scheduled (synthesised) circuit requires new initialisations only if no previous successful ones exist (see description of ALAPT and ALAPS), but an offline generated version of the circuit does not have this option. The number of ancilla qubits impacts ASAP scheduling performance in a negative sense. Optimised circuits use less ancillae at the cost of more execution time (cf. column optimised-ASAP-BB with column unoptimised-ASAP-BB). For example, circuit 3 17 13, in its optimised version has a time cost of 337, and the unoptimised one only 234. However, using ASAP, the high number of additional initialisations dominates the space cost (cf. column optimised-ASAP-S with column unoptimised-ASAP-S are equal for all circuits), such that time overhead will influence bounding box size. Online scheduling of optimised circuits delivers the best results when the circuit includes a high number of A and Y initialisations. For example, for the 4gt10-v1 81 circuit, the ASAP bounding box is more than 10 times larger than the ALAPT bounding box (2874678/228664 ≈ 12.6, whereas for 3 17 13 the ASAP bounding box is only approximately five times larger than the ALAPT (288472/61100 ≈ 4.7). The high number of A and Y initialisations is an indication that the circuit operates on a large number of ancillae even after optimisation, such that parallel execution of initialisations does not dominate the overall space costs.
Online scheduling of unoptimised circuits delivers the best results for ALAPT, while ALAPS results in bounding boxes marginally smaller than ASAP (Fig. 6) . ALAPS uses almost eight times less space resources compared to ASAP (cf. columns unoptimised-ASAP-S and unoptimised-ALAPS-S), but introduces approximately the same overhead factor for time costs (cf. columns unoptimised-ASAP-T and unoptimised-ALAPS-T). For the same 3 17 13 circuit, ASAP bounding box is 238×856 and ALAPS bounding box is 1759×104. The ALAPS spatial optimisation is almost entirely counterbalanced by the introduced time penalty.
ALAPT vs. ALAPS
It was expected for ALAPT to result in shorter executions compared to ALAPS, and this is true for both optimised and unoptimised circuits. Similarly, due to its algorithmic design, ALAPS uses less space than ALAPT, but for optimised circuits both methods generate bounding boxes of approximately equal sizes: the time optimisation achieved by ALAPT is counterbalanced by the space required for ALAPS parallel initialisations; time is traded for space.
Online schedulers could be refined to further optimise ICM circuits, but the major costs are dictated by the distillation procedures and their probabilistic nature. The higher the probability of failure (p f ), the more parallel (ALAPT) or sequential (ALAPS) initialisations are required. The high cost of each initialisation is multiplied by the number of additionally required ones. Therefore, initialisations dominate the overall bounding box of an online scheduled optimised ICM circuit.
Conclusion
This work is the first to consider the optimisation of fault-tolerant quantum circuits as an online scheduling problem. Such circuits have been shown to be formed from only three types of operations (ICM: initialisations, CNOT gates and measurements). Large-scale fault-tolerant quantum computations can be achieved, in architectures based on surface QECCs, through efficient online scheduling methods. Two online scheduling algorithms were proposed and their potential was highlighted by comparing them against the offline state of the art ASAP scheduling existing in the literature.
Future work will focus on devising hybrid online scheduling algorithms which adaptively use space and time constraints. Furthermore, more refined metrics (complementing the bounding box concept) will be investigated. Due to the architecture of the most promising quantum computing architectures it is also envisioned to extend the presented scheduling methods to three dimensional spaces instead of two dimensional ones.
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